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Abstract: Today, various contactless smart cards are used to protect our personal information and to perform secure and fast transactions. Many contactless smart card applications are becoming commonplace, from corporate access control cards to electronic passports and financial payment. There is a wide variety of smart cards on the market that differ in size, chasis, memory, computing power, and even the security features they provide. Although MIFARE Classic cards, which are used in many areas due to their price performance, meet certain security and functional needs, the weaknesses of these cards have made the applications and systems they are used in question. The aim of this study is to introduce a new design on MIFARE Classic contactless cards that will eliminate the basic shortcomings with minimum impact, and to perform high-security payment transactions using these cards, which do not support high-security payment transactions in their basic design. By using flexible data organization and storage scheme, their sector structure can be used for different purposes. The proposed new design includes derivation of critical card data by using card-specific information which ensures that the keys that provide access to the sectors of card are different on all cards; protection of card information through a certificate mechanism; usage of a new data structure with mirroring and redundancy methods to ensure data integrity and provide a server-side authentication mechanism for online transactions. It is possible that the proposed new design will pave the way for the secure use of MIFARE Classic cards in new generation payment and control systems.

Index Terms: MIFARE Classic, smart cards, secure design, payment services, control services

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, smart cards have been used frequently in a wide variety of applications requiring strong security, replacing barcodes, magnetic stripe cards and paper tickets. Contactless smart cards serve many applications covered by contact smart cards by eliminating the need for contact between the card and the reader, enabling faster and more convenient operation.

A contactless smart card includes an embedded smart card secure microcontroller or equivalent intelligence, internal memory and a small antenna and communicates with a reader through a contactless radio frequency (RF) interface [1-3]. It communicates with a card reader wirelessly through an induction technology based on ISO/IEC 14443 standard [1]. Consisting of a small piece of memory that can be accessed wirelessly, contactless smart cards also have some computing capabilities, unlike RFID tags. These cards only need close proximity to an antenna to realize a transaction.

A number of large-scale applications that need to protect personal information and/or deliver fast, secure transactions are provided by contactless smart cards. Transit fare payment cards, government and corporate identification cards, documents such as electronic passports and visas, and financial payment cards are some significant examples of these applications [3, 4].

There is a huge variety of smart cards on the market which differ in size, memory, computing power and even in the security features they provide. Today, the MIFARE product family is reported to be the most widely used contactless smart card technology in the market [5]. All MIFARE cards operate at a 13.56 MHz frequency and are made by NXP Semiconductors – part of Phillips Electronics. MIFARE is a product family that is introduced by NXP Semiconductors in 1995 [5-7]. As it has been highlighted in [5, 8], more than 500 million smart card chips and 5 million reader modules have been sold since the MIFARE card was introduced. The best part of MIFARE cards is that it allows multiple application uses. With a read/write distance of at most 10 cm (4 inches), they can be used in various applications worldwide. There are several distinct types of MIFARE smart cards available: DESFire, Ultralight, Plus, Classic, and SmartMX [5-7].

MIFARE Classic cards have been used in many areas since they were initially introduced in 1994; they are still widely used and preferred in new systems due to the price performance they offer [5-7]. They are facilitated in areas such as automated fare collection system, staff ID cards, access control management, contactless/cashless payment, parking payment, campus/student cards, loyalty cards, tourist cards, transport ticketing, event ticketing, mobile ticketing, library cards, fuel cards, hotel key cards, taxi cards, product authentication, production control, car rental cards, car fleet management, fuel cards, interactive lottery cards, social welfare cards, waste management [5, 8-10].
A. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND PURPOSE

Although MIFARE Classic cards met certain security and functional needs, the weaknesses of these cards have made running systems questionable over time. The critical weaknesses can be summarized as follows: (1) The fabrication serial number (i.e., Unique Identification Number, UID) of each card was determined 4 octets on previous cards and this value has now been exceeded which is determined as 7 octets on current cards, (2) The keys used to access the data cells of the cards can be captured by examining the reader-card communication with interruption method, (3) Finally, there is no mechanism to ensure information consistency in the data cells of the cards.

In order to eliminate the basic weaknesses, the manufacturer has released new generation MIFARE cards at various levels - such as DesFire, SmartMX- over time. But these cards are partially or completely incompatible with older cards. Both the cost of required implementation and system component changes (software and hardware) and the cost of new cards have limited the use of new generation cards. Today, they are still widely used in systems that do not require extremely tight security.

The aim of this study is to present a new design on MIFARE Classic contactless cards that will overcome the aforementioned basic shortcomings of these old generation cards with minimum impact, and to perform high-security payment transactions using these cards, which do not support high-security payment transactions in their basic designs. Since these cards can respond to various personalization requests with their contactless interface, and have a flexible data organization and storage scheme, the sectors of the card can be used for different purposes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II highlights a brief information about MIFARE Classic smart cards and explains the challenges. Section III presents the proposed secure design for MIFARE Classic smart cards. Finally, the study is concluded in Section IV.

II. MIFARE CLASSIC CARDS

MIFARE Classic card is the pioneer in contactless smart ticket ICs operating in the 13.56 MHz frequency range with read/write capability and ISO 14443 Type A 1-3 compliance [5]. Like other contactless smart cards, they use an internal antenna and chip that react once a card is within the magnetic field range of a reader. These cards are generally an excellent option for access control systems, event ticketing, public transport payment systems. Its design and implementation details are kept secret by its manufacturer.

The MIFARE Classic smart card is essentially an EEPROM memory chip which is divided into sectors with secure communication architecture [6, 7]. The memory supports basic operations such as read, write, increment, and decrement. Each sector on the memory is divided into blocks of 16 bytes. A logical structure of the memory of a MIFARE Classic 4k card is given in Figure 1.

The sector trailer is the last block of each sector and contains two secret keys (i.e., secret keys A and B) and access conditions specific to that sector [6-8]. To operate on a given block, the reader must at first authenticate for the sector that contains that block. The access conditions define the operations that can be performed on the corresponding sector. Whether key A or B must be used depends on the sector’s access requirements.

The block 0 of sector 0 includes special data which is read-only. The first 4 bytes contain the unique identifier of the card (UID) followed by 1-byte bit count check (BCC) which is calculated via XOR operation of all UID bytes [6, 7]. The remaining bytes are used to store manufacturer data.

MIFARE Classic EV1 represents the latest evolution of the MIFARE Classic product family [5]. It is available with 1KB or 4KB of memory (i.e., EEPROM) This highest evolution provides increased ESD (i.e., electrostatic discharge) robustness for easy handling of the IC during inlay and card manufacturing, strong radio frequency performance for optimized transactions, and more flexible antenna designs. In addition to 4 byte UID feature, this card supports 7 byte UID version with Random ID support [5]. However, as a result of advances in technology, it is no longer recommended to use MIFARE Classic cards for hosting sensitive data or access control [6, 7, 9-11].

One of the common usage patterns of MIFARE Classic cards in the field is to use only the UID information as an identifier without using the card's data fields and internal security mechanisms. However, there is a possibility of repetition of this UID information, especially in old version four-octet cards. In addition, the fact that the clones of the cards are on the market makes it very unsafe to function only on the basis of UID.

![Fig. 1. Logical structure of MIFARE Classic cards with 4k memory](6, 7)

Furthermore, in systems where the internal security mechanism of the cards is used, when the keys for accessing the compartments are kept fixed (the same for all cards...
Management Server evaluates online/offline transactions, and disables problem cards when necessary.

As it has been highlighted in Figure 1, in order for the system to work securely, following essential functionalities will be provided by the proposed design on MIFARE Classic smart cards: (a) Derivation of critical card data by using card-specific information which ensure that the keys that provide access to the sectors of a card are different on all cards; (b) Protection of card information through a certificate which is generated by encrypting the information on the card; (c) Usage of a new data structure with mirroring and redundancy methods for ensuring the integrity of the sensitive card data and providing server-side approval mechanism for online transactions.

A. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Usage of different unique identifying information: Since UID information is not reliable enough on its own, this information will not be used directly, a unique identifying information (such as card number) written on the card will be used. However, since the UID is still the card's fabrication identifier, this information will continue to be used in transactions on the card. While it is not a problem for the system to have the same UID of two cards, it is recommended to choose cards with UIDs that are as long (i.e., seven octets) as possible. While the cards are personalized before they are used by a customer, the data relation between UID - Card will be recorded in the system management database. The UID will be used in derivation of card access and privacy keys, which will be detailed in the following sections.

Usage of different card access keys and certificate: Since the access keys of the cards are breakable, the same keys will not be used for all cards. The main keys of the system can be set on the basis of sectors of MIFARE cards, or can be set as same for each sector that provides semantic integrity (e.g., wallet sectors, parameter sectors). The keys of the cards will consist of the derivation of the sectoral information to be generated with the UID information through the one-way function (i.e., padlock function). In this way, the key set of all cards included in the system will be different, as long as their UIDs do not conflict. As a result, even if a card is examined and its keys are revealed, the data obtained will only be valid for that card, it will not be possible to produce or process a different card.

Since the encryption of critical data on the card will affect the read-only operations and third-party software, the critical data on the card will not be encrypted, but the encrypted format of these data as a certificate will also be kept in the relevant data block.

The keys required for the creation of these certificates will also be derived from the UID as a system master key and function code information. Although hardware keys of a card can be learned by intervening, certification keys cannot be obtained in this way. Even though it is possible to copy the card exactly, it is not possible to change the contents of the card.

Techniques for data integrity: For data integrity, mirroring and redundancy techniques are proposed on the sensitive data of the smart card. Accordingly, two pieces of

III. PROPOSED DESIGN

As it is illustrated in Figure 2, Generated Access and Application Keys, and Certificate components are the main security dimensions of the proposed design on MIFARE smart card. The context diagram of the proposed design includes following components: MIFARE Classic smart card, Payment Control Device Payment Control Device and Authorization Management Server.

MIFARE Classic smart card is the media for payment and control applications. It includes two main security components: (a) generated access and application keys are the card-specific access and application keys derived from the card UID; and (b) certificate is the encrypted/signed data extract that validates the data on the card.

Payment Control Device evaluates the offline/online card information and authorizes the transaction. Authorization

![Context diagram of the proposed model](image_url)
functional blocks (for example wallets) will be kept structurally identical to each other, and cyclic type data to be used for record/history will be as one more record than necessary. There will be one system block in the system that can be updated at once. This block will carry a pointer to the current wallet and last registration information. If there is enough space on this block, wallet-specific information -such as Card Transaction Counter (CTC), balance- can be stored in this block for wallet integration and validity check purposes. The main idea is to make changes on wallets and records that are not valid when processing on a card. It will end up as updating the system block with current pointers.

A card's CTC information must constantly increase in its life cycle; which means that it will increase after each transaction attempt. The management software will check the card's information such as balance, Card Transaction Counter (CTC) constantly. Therefore, when a copied card is active in the system, if both cards are used together, the relevant card will be automatically blacklisted and their transactions will be prevented.

In line with all design issues, Figure 3 presents the basic process flow of payment transaction via MIFARE Classic smart cards. The new process stages that will be added to the existing payment process with other smart cards are indicated in gray.

B. GENERATION OF KEYS AND CERTIFICATE

The derivation of the critical card data is intended to ensure that the keys that provide access to the sectors of the cards are different across all cards. Since the only accessible data of the card is the UID, the sector keys of the cards can be derived with a logic dependent on the UID. For generation, symmetric or asymmetric encryption algorithms can be used considering the possibilities of the reader or the system to which the reader is connected. Many readers also have security card -Secure Access Module (SAM)- access. In such a case, a SAM card can also be used for derivation/encryption. MIFARE Classic cards use 6 octets keys for accessing sectors.

As an example, suppose the system's master key is named as MK (112-bit TDES key), sector keys can be derived as follows:

Sector N Key A Derivation Data = TA
TA = {<N(1)><UID(m7)><Pad>} 8 octets

Sector N Key B Derivation Data = TB
TB = {<Pad><UID(m7)<<N(1)>} 4 octets

N represents the sector number in Binary-Coded Decimal (BCD) format (0x12 12th Sector). Card UID information is taken as maximum 7 octets (last 7 octets, if more than 7 octets). If the card UID information is less than 7 octets, the information is completed in PKCS7 form to be completed to 8 octets. PKCS7 is the specific standard used for generation and verification of digital signatures and certificates managed by a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure).
During an operation, the wallet pointed by the system sector is write or undo all the data at the same time. For this reason, to the primary wallet sector and to store critical data. When performing a contactless transaction, there is no option to write or undo all the data at the same time. For this reason, during an operation, the wallet pointed by the system sector is considered as valid (if CTC is compliant) and the changes are made entirely in the other mirror wallet sector. When all changes are completed, the system sector is updated to display the new wallet. The system sector critical block is designed to be updated in just one command. Therefore, this unit works as a mechanism to confirm or undo the transaction.

In the case where the sector keys of each card in the system are generated in this way, for a malicious person who gets critical card data, the only way is to find another card with the same UID. Likewise, there is no way for the malicious person to generate access information for another UID with the information he has. Although this is possible, obtaining a card with the same UID or finding a programmable clone card would be relatively difficult and costly.

Different algorithms (DES, AES, RSA) can be selected considering the capabilities and processing speed of the reader and the connected system. For minimum transaction cost, the same keys can be assigned to sectors that provide semantic integrity in each transaction. For example, if the 3rd, 4th and 5th sectors are used in a transaction, sector 3 can be written to all, thus reducing the key generation time cost by 1/3.

The key(s) to be used for the certification of the data in the card can be generated in a similar way. For example, in the derivation data, a function code (F > 0x40) can be used instead of the sector number:

Certificate 1 Key Derivation Data = TX
TX = { <F(1)>>UID(m7)> <Pad> }_8 octets

Certificate 1 Key Derivation Data = TY
TY = { <Pad> <UID(m7)> <F(1) > }_8 octets

Certificate 1 Key = [ TDES_{MK}(TX)|| TDES^{-1}_{MK}(TY) ]_16 octets

Although encryption or certification of data other than the keys of the card cannot prevent the exact copying of the card, it will cause the copied cards to be detected and removed from the system very easily.

While designing the architecture and operation of the card, it is important for the process to be done as quickly and without errors as possible. In recent studies, it is suggested that the ideal contactless operation time should ideally be under 600 milliseconds. The longer the transaction takes, the higher the chance that the card will exit the contactless magnetic field and the transaction will be interrupted.

C. SAMPLE CARD DESIGN

A sample card design on MIFARE Classic Cards that can perform payment transactions is given in Table 1. Also, an example for the sector-based data design can be seen in Table 2.

The purpose of this sector in the system design is to point to the primary wallet sector and to store critical data. When performing a contactless transaction, there is no option to write or undo all the data at the same time. For this reason, during an operation, the wallet pointed by the system sector is considered as valid (if CTC is compliant) and the changes are made entirely in the other mirror wallet sector. When all changes are completed, the system sector is updated to display the new wallet. The system sector critical block is designed to be updated in just one command. Therefore, this unit works as a mechanism to confirm or undo the transaction.

This method prevents data that can be written to the card from being interrupted. The data is either completely written to the card or none at all. Likewise, when the command is confirmed, the modified wallet becomes valid.

In case of an interruption of transaction, since the last confirmation command is not executed, the old wallet sector will still appear as a valid wallet. The only point that cannot be resolved in this design is that it is not possible to receive a response to the confirmation command from the card. Even in this case, it is known that the transaction is either completely written down or neglected. In such cases, the card is requested to be read again for transaction confirmation. When the card is read again, it can be understood that the transaction was made by comparing the data with the wallet data; otherwise, the transaction is restarted. Ensuring that quick completion of the process is the only way to avoid such situations.

Each time the card is read into the reader, the reader software checks the certificate block after performing a logical check of the current sector. The certificate block encrypts the first 44 octets of the wallet data. As it has been mentioned, the key used in encryption is derived from the UID, so the certification key of each card is different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>System Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>Wallet Sectors (Critical Data, Original and Mirror Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Parameter Sector (Non-critical data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-11</td>
<td>Last 15 transaction history (Critical Data)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the certificate of the current wallet is correct, the new wallet sector is created with the updated information and the certificate is added. The CTC information is an incremental value each time the card attempts a transaction, as it has been proposed in our model. When the CTC value reaches the limit, the card can be disabled or reset again and continue to be used according to the system's demand.

If the system is operating online, the server is exited for approval after the card has been processed. Importantly, the card's UID information is never sent to the server. While a card is personalized and processed into the system, the UID - Card Number relationship is also recorded in the database at the beginning. Therefore, the server knows the UID information that the card should have. Even if a malicious person somehow copies the same card with a different UID, it will be impossible to pass the server control.
An Example for Sectors Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Sector</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 octet</td>
<td>Active Wallet Pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>CTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 octet</td>
<td>Recent History Record Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Balance (Optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 octets</td>
<td>Status Flags (active, blacklisted etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36 octets</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wallet Sector</th>
<th>4 octets</th>
<th>CTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x2 pcs.)</td>
<td>6 octets</td>
<td>Group Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 octets</td>
<td>Transaction Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Terminal Number (where the transaction is made)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 octets</td>
<td>Process Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 octets</td>
<td>Transaction Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Balance (optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 octets</td>
<td>Card Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 octets</td>
<td>Expiry Date (YYAA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 octets</td>
<td>User Name/Surname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 octets</td>
<td>Compressed Transaction Data (CTC, amount, date etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the last transaction, the server compares the last known CTC of the card with the incoming CTC information. If there is an inconsistency, it rejects the transaction and blacklists the card. Therefore, even if a malicious person succeeds in copying a card with its UID, it is not possible to continue with the original card. Likewise, regardless of whether the copied card or the original card is used first, if the other card is attempted to be used, both cards will be blacklisted and disabled. In order to prevent the copied card from being used first and reducing the balance with successive transactions, additional limits can be set for the number and total of daily transactions. The system can also work as offline. In such a case, the same situation will occur when the terminal performing the offline transaction does the daily reconciliation. However, although this model will not be as effective as working as online, security can be increased by keeping daily limits and blacklists in terminals.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study aims at presenting a design that will overcome the basic shortcomings of old generation cards and to perform high-security payment and control transactions using MIFARE Classic contactless cards. By using their flexible data organization and storage scheme, their sector structure can be used for different purposes as it was explained.

The proposed design ensures that MIFARE Classic cards can be used securely in new generation payment systems with minimal administrator intervention. The proposed design offers a method in which payment transactions can be made at a level close to the security level of contactless cards, which use more expensive technologies in online transactions.

The model is fully compatible with existing systems and does not require replacement of cards and/or reader hardware. Organization of card keys and encryption or certification of card data are considered in separate contexts. The designed model can never make it impossible to copy cards, however it can definitely prevent creating new cards.
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